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Validation of HeadCount-2w for estimation of two-week heading: Comparison to daily reporting in adult amateur player
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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: To validate the HeadCount-2w questionnaire for estimation of 2-week soccer heading by comparison to daily electronic diary reporting over the same two-week period.

Design: Prospective observational study.

Methods: Adult amateur soccer players completed HeadCount-daily, comprising 14 daily at-home assessments of soccer play and heading via a tablet PC. Following the 14-day period, players completed HeadCount-2w, a web-based two-week-recall questionnaire on soccer and heading. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was estimated between HeadCount-daily, the reference standard, and HeadCount-2w estimates of heading during the same 2-week period.

Results: 53 participants (38 men) reported a mean of 24.36 (median = 11.76) headers during 2 weeks via HeadCount-daily and a mean of 38.34 (median = 15.0) headers for the same 2 weeks via HeadCount-2w. The ICC comparing 2-week heading from HeadCount-daily and HeadCount-2w was 0.85. Linear regression of the log-transformed Headcount-daily on HeadCount-2w data yielded a slope of 0.71 (p < 0.001; 95% CI 0.54–0.82), suggesting that heading tends to be over-estimated by HeadCount-2w relative to HeadCount-daily. Slope estimates for men (0.65) and women (0.71) were similar.

Conclusions: HeadCount, a self-administered web-based survey, is valid for self-reporting 2-week heading in adult amateur players, supporting its use in future research and as a simple and low-cost technique for exposure monitoring.

© 2017 Sports Medicine Australia. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In soccer, purposeful heading is an integral component of play that entails repeated head impacts, often of low intensity.1 Although heading has been associated with adverse consequences in players at various levels (see References 2–4), the causative role of subconcussive heading in either short- or long-term alteration of brain function and structure remains controversial.5,6 Practical and reliable means for quantifying exposure to heading are essential to effectively evaluating potential risks from heading.

Heading can be assessed by direct observation of play or video recordings of play, wearable miniature accelerometry and self-report. While direct observation is assumed to be the gold-standard, it is prone to observer bias, requires careful training and monitoring of observers, and involves substantial labor cost for sideline personnel. Direct observation is not suitable for large scale epidemiologic studies. Wearable miniature accelerometry is a potential solution for characterizing exposure, but available methods have not yet proven to be reliable.7,8 Player self-report is a low-tech, low-cost means to capture exposure, but is also prone to potential limitations, such as recall bias.

We developed HeadCount-2w, a self-administered web-based questionnaire to capture heading exposure during the prior two weeks, and previously reported its validation in a cohort of NCAA Division 1 collegiate players.9 In the present study, we sought to
validate HeadCount-2w in an adult amateur population, which represents a large segment of soccer players and is dispersed among numerous leagues and teams over a wide geographic area. To evaluate potential effects of heading in this population, it will be important to have proven scalable low cost means available to quantify exposure. To this end, we evaluated the validity of the HeadCount-2w-based estimate compared to daily reports captured using an electronic diary (HeadCount-daily), over the same 2 week period.

2. Methods

The Einstein Soccer Study is a multi-faceted longitudinal study of heading and its consequences in adult amateur soccer players approved by the Albert Einstein College of Medicine Institutional Review Board. Details of the overall study are reported elsewhere. Inclusion criteria were: age 18–55; at least 5 years of active amateur soccer play; current active amateur soccer play; 6 months of amateur soccer play per year; and English language fluency. Exclusion criteria were: schizophrenia, bipolar disorder; known neurological disorder; pregnancy; and medical contraindication to MRI (relevant to a separate arm of the study). Herein we describe validation and calibration of HeadCount-2w, for recall of 2-week heading, in a sub-sample of participants.

Participants were eligible if they play soccer more than twice a week, committed to visit the lab every 3 months over a 12-month period and agreed to complete the at-home electronic daily (HeadCount-daily) and two-week HeadCount (HeadCount-2w) questionnaires. Participants completed one or more epochs, which included HeadCount-daily every day for 14 days, followed by HeadCount-2w the day after the final daily questionnaire. Participants were aware at the outset that they would be asked to complete HeadCount-2w following the series of HeadCount-daily assessment. Two participants were excluded from the analysis due to not playing soccer during the daily assessment period. We assessed the distribution of 2-week heading agreement (HeadCount-2w − HeadCount-daily) and consequently excluded 3 participants who were extreme outliers on report of heading (exceeding 2 standard deviation).

2.1. HeadCount-daily Heading Questionnaire

HeadCount-daily was administered on a custom-programmed tablet PC (Android Tab 2-Version 4.1.2; Hardware version i705.03 or Tab 4-Version 4.4.4; Hardware Version T337V.03) issued to each participant, which alarms to prompt them to complete the survey each evening for 14 consecutive days. Each daily assessment begins asking whether the participant played soccer that day and then queries the number of headers performed. The entire assessment, which also incorporates questions on symptoms, injuries and environmental exposures (e.g., smoking and alcohol) as well as brief cognitive tests, requires less than 10 minutes to complete.

2.2. HeadCount-2w Heading Questionnaire

HeadCount-2w was administered remotely as a web-based questionnaire immediately following completion of HeadCount-daily (above). Details on the development of HeadCount have been reported previously including details on the format and structure of the questionnaire. In brief, HeadCount asks a series of identical questions regarding practice or competition in outdoor and indoor settings, including (1) the number of competitive soccer games and practice sessions during the two-week period, (2) the average number of headers during a typical game and (3) the average number of headers during a typical practice. Total heading during the two-week recall period was estimated as (headings per outdoor game × number of outdoor games) + (headings per outdoor practice × number of outdoor practices) + (headings per indoor game × number of indoor games) + (headings per indoor practice × number of indoor practices).

To validate the 2-week estimate of heading obtained with HeadCount-2w, we assessed its level of agreement with daily reporting obtained with HeadCount-daily over the same 14-day period. To derive a standardized estimate of 2-week heading from HeadCount-daily devoid of missing data from players who did not complete all 14 daily reports, we took the average of the number of headers reported across all daily reports, multiplied by 14 as the HeadCount-daily estimate of total 2-week heading. Because distributions of heading across participants were highly left-skewed for both HeadCount-2w and HeadCount-daily, we log-transformed both measures prior to analysis. We computed the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) between the two log-transformed heading estimates for the same two-week period. We also plotted the estimates of HeadCount-2w against Headcount-daily as the reference and fit the following linear regression model:

\[ \log(\text{Total Heading}_{\text{HeadCount-daily}}) = \alpha \]

\[ + \beta \log(\text{Total Heading}_{\text{HeadCount-2w}}) \]

Fig. 1. Bland-Altman plot of the difference between 2-week heading measured by HeadCount-daily and HeadCount-2w vs. mean heading from HeadCount-2w for 138 2-week reporting epochs completed by 53 participants. Overall good agreement is demonstrated, with slight underestimation by HeadCount-2w at lower reported heading and overestimation at the highest heading levels.

3. Results

53 participants (38 men) age 18–52 (mean 27; median 24) completed one or more epochs of HeadCount-daily immediately followed by HeadCount-2w. A total of 138 epochs were completed; 14 participants completed 1 epoch, 11 completed 2 epochs, 10 completed 3 epochs and 18 completed 4 epochs. An average of 12.4 days of daily reporting (median 14, with 27/53 participants completing all 14 assessments) was completed for each HeadCount-daily epoch. Average 2-week heading reported was 24.36 (median = 11.76) reported via HeadCount-daily and 38.34 (median = 15) via HeadCount-2w. The Bland-Altman plot in Fig. 1
shows the distribution of the individual differences between HeadCount-daily and HeadCount-2w (Fig. 1) shows the distribution of agreement between the two questionnaires.

The ICC was 0.85 (95% CI 0.76–0.90) between the estimate of 2-week heading from HeadCount-2w and that from HeadCount-daily. The ICC for women was 0.87 (95% CI: 0.74–0.94) similar to the ICC in men (0.80; 95% CI: 0.68–0.87).

The relationship of HeadCount-2w to HeadCount-daily and the corresponding regression line with slope of 0.71 (p<0.001; 95% CI 0.54–0.82) are shown in Fig. 2. The slopes for men and women were similar, 0.65 (p<0.001; 95% CI 0.42–0.83) and 0.71 (p<0.001; 95% CI 0.62–0.89), respectively. The \( \alpha \) (intercept term) for the regression line was estimated to be 0.54 (95% CI 0.07–1.01) for the entire cohort, 0.76 (95% CI 0.07–1.46) for men and 0.24 (95% CI –0.20 to 0.69) for women. These results suggest that HeadCount-2w systematically overestimates 2-week heading in comparison to HeadCount-daily when headcounts are higher but slightly underestimates 2-week heading at lower levels.

4. Discussion

Two-week recall obtained with a web-based questionnaire (HeadCount-2w) showed excellent agreement (ICC of 0.85) in comparison to daily electronic reporting (HeadCount-daily). We found that HeadCount-2w and HeadCount-daily performed similarly across men and women, tending to overestimate exposure in both groups, particularly for epochs with higher reported heading. Notwithstanding its role in symptomatic events including concussion, most heading does not produce clinically notable symptoms. Thus, in order to determine whether “subconcussive” repetitive heading leads to short or long-term changes in brain structure and/or function, reliable and valid means for quantifying exposure to heading are needed. Several factors must be considered in designing approaches to characterize exposure to heading.

To assess relative exposure across large numbers of players over a wide geographic area, as in our study, the assessment methodology must be readily distributed across the population of interest. This requirement is distinct from detailed biomechanical characterization of individual events, which requires sophisticated and carefully calibrated measurement devices, such as accelerometers and high speed videography, with subsequent quantification of individual events.

Although wearable and relatively low-cost miniaturized accelerometry is becoming available, these approaches have generally been employed in limited controlled settings, such as school sports teams, and have yet to be validated for widespread unsupervised and unobserved use. Player self-report thus provides an attractive, highly practical, low-cost means to assess exposure for research and intervention. Reporting of absolute number of headers on the same day that they occur is intuitively more reliable than using other recall intervals. The longer the recall interval, the more likely it is that error variance is introduced. We selected a two-week recall interval to balance the need for more information on head impact exposures that could be recalled with reasonable reliability and accuracy. To some degree, 2-week recall of heading may rely on an individual’s typical exposure for each venue (game/practice; indoor/outdoor) weighted by variation in that experience. We thus aimed to validate a 2-week recall-based estimate of exposure to heading against daily recall of heading.

Several factors may account for over-estimation in our recall-based measures. One factor is telescoping, the tendency to remember past events closer to the present than they actually occurred. In this context, participants may report heading events prior to the two-week recall interval as if they occurred in that recall interval. In addition, days with more symptoms, such as headache, may be more memorable; if greater exposure is associated with
more symptoms, players may preferentially recall days with greater exposure leading to overestimation. A carryover effect could also occur, where responding to the electronic diary (HeadCount-daily) each day inflates estimation of heading on HeadCount-2w at the end of the two week interval. In order to compare estimates of heading during the same 2-week period, our validation compared daily reporting (HeadCount-daily) to 2-week recall (HeadCount-2w), where the latter was administered immediately following the 14 days of daily self-report. We therefore considered the possibility that completion of HeadCount-daily immediately prior to HeadCount-2w might bias the HeadCount-2w estimate.

Our finding that HeadCount-2w overestimates 2-week heading compared to HeadCount-daily might result from a carryover effect. That is, it may be that daily reporting during the 2 weeks immediately preceding a recall of the same 2-week period causes players to either more accurately estimate or perhaps overestimate their prior 2-week exposure. We performed a secondary confirmatory analysis to address the possibility of a clinically meaningful degree of carryover bias between the two heading measures. We have previously shown that verbal memory, measured using the International Shopping List (ISL) task from Cogstate, is associated with heading. For the secondary analysis, we tested the null hypothesis that the association of heading with cognitive function would not differ for heading measured through HeadCount-daily compared to HeadCount-2w, expecting that if prior HeadCount-daily would bias the HeadCount-2w estimate in a clinically meaningful way, it would alter the association of heading with cognitive function. We then tested the linear association of heading as estimated by HeadCount-2w either following HeadCount-daily or in the absence of prior HeadCount-daily as separate predictors of verbal memory, measured in the same participants as part of a separate arm of the study. For 198 observations, HeadCount-2w was preceded by HeadCount-daily in 59, but not in the remainder. Greater 2-week heading, estimated from HeadCount-2w, was significantly associated with both worse immediate (ISL $\beta = -3.5$, $p < 0.001$) and delayed (ISL-Recall $\beta = -1.18$, $p < 0.01$) recall. For the subset of 59 observations comprising only HeadCount-2w preceded by daily reporting, we found similar associations on one measure (ISL $\beta = -3.48$, $p = 0.04$). On the ISL-Recall, we found a larger effect magnitude ($\beta = -3.04$). This finding trended toward, but did not reach significance ($p = 0.10$), which we attribute to a much smaller sample size (59 vs. 198). An additional factor mitigating the likelihood of bias due to a carryover effect is that the structure of HeadCount-daily is inherently different from HeadCount-2w. HeadCount-daily queries on explicit number of headers performed during each 1-day recall period, whereas HeadCount-2w queries on average heading in game or practice contexts and computes an estimate of heading therefrom.

We previously reported that heading in the highest quartile (range 46–750) on HeadCount-2w conferred significantly elevated odds for the occurrence of heading-related moderate to very severe CNS symptoms during the 2-week reporting period (OR = 4.79; 95% CI = 2.37–9.67). Reporting error in the present study (Fig. 1), was largest in those reporting the most heading. Thus, most players identified in the group at high risk for symptomatic heading event would still be classified, even when accounting the reporting error. Overall, therefore, we find that the utility of HeadCount-2w would not be diminished in a meaningful way by the overreporting we have identified.

Our findings indicate that HeadCount-2w provides a robust means to capture relatively short-term exposure to heading. Additionally, HeadCount-2w has been used to characterize symptomatic and cognitive functional outcomes related to recent heading. Because such short-term effects may be transient in nature, it remains important to determine the type of functional effects of longer periods of exposure to heading, a question explicitly beyond the scope of our present analysis. We note, however, that HeadCount-12m, a version of the same questionnaire designed to estimate heading over 1 year, has shown excellent test-retest reliability and has been used to robustly characterize both imaging and neurocognitive changes associated with long-term heading.

Our validation study must be considered in context of several limitations. Most importantly, the findings cannot be explicitly applied to other populations, geographic locations or contexts of play without further study. Youth players, for example, may interact differently with this type of survey. While exposure assessment has particular potential importance in youth soccer, HeadCount should be specifically studied in younger age groups before it is applied in practice. Our validation lacks an explicit gold standard. We previously reported validation of the same instrument against trained sideline observers. This prior validation, however, was constrained to NCAA Division I players at a single university. We noted its inherent logistical difficulties and that the “gold standard” it employed is itself subject to potential observer bias. Direct observation would not also be feasible for a large longitudinal epidemiologic study. While the reference used in the present study, daily reporting on an electronic diary, has not been explicitly validated, we believe daily reporting of headers is likely to be more accurate than 2-week recall (HeadCount-2w) and that it is highly unlikely that daily reporting is worse than 2-week recall. Under this assumption, our current report likely represents a lower limit on agreement. In other words, daily heading would most likely show better agreement with direct observation than reported previously. It is possible that concussion-related symptoms, concussive events during the recall period, or prior concussion, might bias reporting. However, based on specific symptom assessment captured by a separate section of HeadCount-2w, only 3/53 participants reported probable concussive events during the recall period and none reported actually experiencing concussion. Further, in order for concussion to impact our findings it would need to bias both daily and 2-week recall estimates to significantly different degrees. We nonetheless conducted a secondary analysis to test agreement of HeadCount-2w with HeadCount-daily separately for those reporting moderate, severe or very severe symptoms ($n = 19$ reports) vs. those who did not ($n = 119$ reports). The ICC was 0.83 and 0.85, respectively. Although agreement is nearly identical across the symptom groups, we nonetheless acknowledge that it is possible we were not powered to detect such an effect due to the low rate of concussive symptoms. Finally, the need for a 2-week recall assessment might be questioned. While it is attractive to consider exclusive use of daily electronic assessment, we believe that a simple questionnaire, which provides a reasonable estimate of short-term exposure is plausibly a more generalizable and useful approach, especially across diverse areas and player populations where access to technology-intensive approaches may be limited. Moreover, availability of multiple validated approaches to assessment has value. Further study can determine the best approach for specific applications, research questions or clinical monitoring.

5. Conclusion

HeadCount-2w is valid for estimation of exposure to heading over two weeks in adult amateur players, supporting its use in future research. In addition, as guidelines for safe and unsafe levels of heading exposure are developed and implemented, HeadCount-2w can provide a simple and low-cost tool for exposure monitoring. Future study should explore similar approaches in different soccer populations and contexts as well as over different periods of exposure.
Practical implications

- Because heading may be associated with adverse consequences, means to quantify exposure across large dispersed groups are needed to assess potential effects.
- HeadCount-2w is a simple, inexpensive and valid means for ascertaining heading over a 2-week period.
- HeadCount-2w provides means to capture and monitor player exposure.
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